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with the others, to the consideration of the memory of it is interwoven with that of our resist. It appears that they have not been be seen by the report from that officer,’ and
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the documents with which it is accompanied»
arduous struggle for national existence. sustained by the Government of Brazil itself.
been preserved unimpaired ; and the
During the Course of the last Summer, a
Jew» JKJMbrtunities to improve them have been While these questions have been pending, Weakened as it has occasionally been since Some of the vessels, captured under the as detachment
of the Army has been usefully
FOR SALE a large $vated with anxious and unremitting at- incidents have occurred of conflicting pre that time, it can by us never be forgotten ; sumed authority of these erroneous princi and successfully called to perform their ap
ichool Books and Statist- A negotiation, upon subjects of high tensions, and of dangerous character, upon andpve should hail with exultation the moment ples, have been restored ; and we trust that propriate duties. At the moment when the
Id at fair prices for C<dehcate interest, with the Government the territory itself, in dispute between the which should indicate a recollection, equally our just expectations will be realized, that Commissioners appointed for carrying inter
,re(}it_________ ' Treat Britain, has terminated in the ad- two Nations. By a common understanding friendly in spirit, on the part of France. A adequate indemnity will be made to all the. execution certain provisions of the Treaty of
.
some of the questions at issue, between the Governments it was agreed, that fresh effort has recently been made, by the citizens of the United States who have suf August I9th, 1825, with Various tribes of the
intry Traders
n > satjsfactory terms, and the postpone- no exercise of exclusive jurisdiction, by ei Minister of the United States residing at fered by the unwarranted captures which the Northwestern Indians, were about to arrive
ill and exam
t of others for- future discussion and ther party., while the negotiation waspending, Paris, to obtain a consideration of the*just Brazilian tribunals themselves have pro at the appointed place of meeting, the unpro
aents have been nWement. The purposes' of the Convcn- should change the state of the question of■ claims of the citizens of the United States to nounced unlawful.
voked murder of several citizens, and other■11 by the quantity at ft conc|y(je^ at gt- Petersburg-, on the 12th right, to be definitively settled. Such collis the reparation of wrongs long since commit
In the diplomatic discussions at Rio de acts of unequivocal hostility, committed by a
ui°‘ July, 1822, under the mediation of the ion has, nevertheless, recently taken place, ted, many of them frankly acknowledged, Janeiro, of these wrongs, sustained br citi party of the Winnebago tribe, one of thoso
n be affoided
o ^Effiperor Alexander, have been carried by occurrences, the precise’ character of and all of them entitled, upon every principle zens of the United States, and of others’which associated in the 1'reaty, followed by indica
bunk, Oct. 1-, lo /• ^effect by a subsequent Convention, con which has not yet been ascertained. -A com of justice, to a candid examination. The seemed as if emanating immediately from tions of a menacing character, among other
ied at London on the 13th of November. munication from the Governor of the State proposal last made to the French Govern that Government itself, the Charge d’ Af- tribes ot the same region, rendered necessary
,the ratifications of which were exchan- of Maine, with, accompanying documents, ment has been to refer the subject, which iairesof the United States, under an impres an immediate display of the defensive and
at that place on the 6th day of February and a correspondence between the Secretary has formed an obstacle fo this consideration, sion that his representations in behalf of the protective force of the Union in that quarter.
A copv of the proclamation issued on ■ f State and the Minister of Great Britain, to the determination of a Sovereign, the com rights and interests of his countrymen were It v.xis accordingly exhibited by the immedi
lineteenth day of March last, publishing on this subject are now communicated. mon friend of both. To this offer no defini totally disregarded and useless, deemed it ate and concerted movements of the Gover
Convention, is herewith communicatee Measures have been t-aken to ascertain the tive answer has yet been received ; but the his duty, without waiting for instructions, to nors of the State of Illinois and of the ’I'erriCongress. The sum of twelve hundred state of the facts m ore correctly, by the em/ gallant and honorable spirit which has at all terminate his official functions, to demand tory of Michigan, and competent levies of
four thousand nine hundred and sixty ployment of a special Agènt, to visit the spot times been the pride and glory of France, his passports, and return to the United States. militia under their authority, with a corps of
therein stipulated to be paid to the where the alleged outrages have occurred, will not ultimately permit the demands of 1 his movement, dictated by an lionest zeal seven hundred men of United States troops,
result of whose enquiries, when received, kmocent sufferers to be extinguished in the .for the honor and interests for his country ; under the command of General Atkinson,
« u "nants of indemnity under the fif'st article the
be transmitted to-Congress.
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& necessary-reparation of their own wrongs, achieves which have succeeded the adoption of this to the Senate for their consideration. ’
Since the accession of the Emperor Nicho country has been issued, which it is hoped first presented, in the Report of the Secretary
measure,
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the
I sovereign remedy in‘ iumph more glorious than any field of
interests of the United States, became a sub las to the Imperial throne of all the Russias, will entirely restore th.e ordinary diplomatic of War. *
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,ns in tl
¿¡¡¿he Conventions of 3d July, 18-15, and of ject of expostulation on our part, the princi the friendly dispositions towards the United intercourse between the tw<* Governments,
expediency of providing for addition
ples upon which its justification has been States, so' constantly manifested by hisprede- and the friendly relations between their re al The
on, loss qt PL ft October, 1318, will expire by their own
numbers of officers m the two Corps of En
ous cholic . T]iseas8tation on the 20th October, 1828. These placed, have been of a” diversified character. cessor, have continued unabated’; and have spective nations.
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will, in some degree, depend upon
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gainst inte
regulated the direct commercial inter- It has been at once ascribed to a mere recur been recently testified hy the appointment of
the number and extent of the objects of na
ionsoteveiy _ attel,i,se between the United States and Great rence to the old long established principle of a Minister Plenipotentiary to reside at this our Union, in its intercourse with foreign na tional importance upon which Congress may
From the interest taken by this Sove tions, to those of the deepest interest in the
;ing the m°, tal)petfeain, upon terms of the most perfect reci- colonial monopoly, and at the same time to a place.
think it proper that surveys should be made,
restoring a
^y$ity ; and they effected a temporary com- feeling of resentment, because the oftersofan reign in behalf of the suffering Greeks, and administration of our internal affairs, we find conformably to the acts of the 30th of April,
costive liabi .
{foiimise of the respective rights and claims Act of Parliament, opening the colonial ports from the spirit with which otherTof the great the revenues of the present year correspond 1824. Of the surveys which, before the last
i to all season < Op;;rritory Westward of the Rocky Moun- upon certain conditions, had not been grasped European rowers are co-operating with him, ing as nearly as might be expected to the an session of Congress, had been made under
friends of freedom and of humanity mav ticipations of the last, and presenting an as
taken in
regard- These arrangements have been con-. at with sufficient eagerness by an instantaneous the
indulge the Irope, thát they will obtain relief pect still more favourable in the. promise of the authority of that act, reports were made •
:he day,. Wlta q,}1ejr«pd for an indefinite period of time, after conformity to them. At a subsequent period, from
that most unequal of conflicts, which the next. The balance in the Treasury, on
of Internal Improvement,
„ the Board------------------se of business.
xpXpjratjon ofthe above mentioned Con-! it has been intimated tliiit the ne*w exclusion
have so long and gallantly sustained. the first of January last, was six millions three on t^ie Chesapeake and Ohio Canal,
nd effectual» tn J .¿¡fons ; leaving each party the liberty of ; was in resentment, because a prior Act of they
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finating them, by giving twelvemonths, Parliament of 1822, opening certain colonial That they will enjoy the blessing of self-gov hundred and fifty-eight thousand six hundred _ 2
Lrom Cumberland to the tide water«
red to the public- ^j(;e to t,)e other. 'the radical principle ; ports, under heavy and burdensome restric ernment, which by thffir sufferings in the and eighty-six dollars and eighteen cents.
of Liberty, they have richly earned ; The receipts from that day to the 30th of within the District of Columbia.
genuine are cov
commercial intercourse between indc-! tions, to vessels of the United States, had not cause
and that their independence will be secured September last, as near as the returns of 3.
° On the continuation of the National
jtti the design ot ^¡.ent-nations, is the mutual interest of both i been recipiocated by an admission of British by
those
liberal institutions, of which their I them yet received can show, amount to six Road from Canton to Zanesv ille.
the agents name t ies. It is the vital spirit of trade itself ; | vessels from the Colonies, and their cargoes, country furnished
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in
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teen
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—¡t |>e reconciled to the nature of man, : without -any restriction or discrimination the history of mankind, and which have con
thousand five hundred and eighty-one dollars from Zanesville to Columbus.
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t
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lon^ be w-ningly. pnrsuedi, diction what it may, the British Government secrated to immortal remembrance the very and thirty-two cents. The receipts of the 5.On the continuation of the same Road
haye manifested no disposition, cither by ne soil for which they are now again profusely present quarter, estimated at four millions to the.Seat of Government in Missouri.
37 1'* f hich all the advantages are on one side, i gotiation,
6. On a Post Road from Baltimore to
or by corresponding legislative en pouring forth their blood. The sympathies five hundred and fifteen thousand, added to
/’
the burdens on the other. Treaties ■ ■
which the People and Government of the the above, form an aggregate of twenty-one Philadelphia.
tnp&Tl s
¡$mmerce have been found, by experience, actments, to recede from it, and we have United
7. Of a survey of Kennebec river, (in part.)
States have so warmly indulged with millions four hundred thousand dollars of re
11 SB pp’v oftheao^ye|i;i among the most effvetive instruments been given distinctly to understand, that nei- ,their cause,
8. On a National Road from Washington
have been acknowledged by ceipts. 'rhe expenditures of the vear may
by J. EiLL‘J^'^1Lieaiil’romoi-’ng Peace and harmony between therofthe bills which were under the con- .their Government, in a letter of thanks, perhaps amount to twenty-two millions three to Buffalo.
Saco, by E-1’0?. 1 pns whose interests, exclusively ccnsid- sideration of Congress, at their last session, which I have received from their illustrious hundred thousand dollars, presenting a small
9.On the survey of Sougatuck harbor and
‘ Wheeler & U1
on eithei side, arc brought into frequent would have been deemed sufficient, in their ÏPresident, a translation of which is now com excess over the receipts. But, of these :river.
/portland anC! H(Ul??’ons V competition. In framing such concessions, to have been rewarded by any municated to Congress, the Representatives twenty-two millions, upwards of six have
10. On a Canal from Lake Pontchartrain
’
in the principal10 ges< ¡t fo t]ie {]nty of each party, not sim- relaxation from the British interdict. It is of
that nation to whom this tribute*of grati been applied to the discharge of the principal' to the Mississippi river.
•
p urge with unyielding, pertinacity that one of the inconveniences inseparably con- .tude
11.On surveys at Edgartown, Newbury
was intended to be paid, and to whom it of the public debt; the whole amount of
1 1325..
h
its own interest but to concede nectcd with the attempt to adjust* by recip- was justly due.
and Hyannis harbor.
’
v
which, approaching seventy-four millions on port,
i

’==='

--=~=

five from Kentucky, by wearing criape for
^12. Ôn survey of La Plaisance Bay, in the cilities of intercourse between fellow-citizens,
one month, which was agreed to, and the
I MASS AMXSXiES.
STM'SS
CÖBXÄBSS,
in
person
or
by
correspondence,
will
soon
be
Territory nf Michigan.
House, as it is customary on such occasions,
NEW-YORK, DEcTl
And reports are now prepared, ana will be carried to the door of every villager in the
Union, a vearly surplus of revenue will ac TWENTIETH CONGRESS............ FIRST SESSION. adjourned,
We have received by the packet ship yd
Ssubmitted to Congress :
_
,
On surveys of the Peninsula oi Florida, to. crue, which may be applied as the wisdomg*nia, in the short passage of 15 days fj
tnÙRSbAŸ, DEC. 6.
On Monday, the 3d inst. commenced the
ascertain the practicability of a canal to con of Congress, under the exercise of their con
Vera
Cruz,
papers
from
that
place
to
¿
\V(
Mr. Little called tip his resolution relative
nect the waters of the Atlantic with the Gulf stitutional powers, may devise for the fur first session of the Twentieth Congress. to the appointment of the standing commit 15th of November ; but they came tolj the 1
of Mexico, across that Peninsula ; and also, ther establishment and improvement of the There was a very general attendance of the tees, which was adopted, and the different at so late an hour that we have only timed
rus ?
of the country between the Bays of Mobile public roads, or by adding still further to the members of both branches. Only two mem
glance at their contents.
and of Pensacola, with a view of connecting facilities in the transportation of the mails bers cf the. Senate and six of the House were committees, will consequently be announced
By
a
decree
of
the
Mexican
Congress!
ICHAI
bn Monday.
.
,
Of the indications of the prosperous condition absent.
them together by a canal ;
„ ,
Both Houses have adjourned till Monday. Oct. 18, all Spanish Ecclesiastics are ord£] listili
On surveys of a route for a canal to connect of our country, none can be more pleasing
ed to leave the country, and all the propeJ
MONDAY, DEC. 3.
the waters of James and Great Kenhawa riv than those presented by the multiplying re
in their convents to be forthwith deliver?
lations
of
personal
and
intimate
intercourse
Mr
Johnson,
of
Kentuckv,
gave
notice
that
up to the Mexican Ecclesiastics. TheyJ
W<
et’s ;
.
On the survey of the Swash in Pamtico between the citizens of the Union dwelling he should ask leave, on. Wednesday, to intro
by the decree forbid to remove any thingU new ’
Sound, and that of Cape Fear below the town at the remotest distances from each other.
LATE FROM ENGLAND.
their own personal effects.
duce a bill “to abolish imprisonment for
Among the subjects which have hereto
»of Wilmington, in North Carolina ;
We learn verbally from Capt. Collins.fJ chah
By the Robinhood at Boston, London dates
On the survey of the Muscle Shoals, m fore occupied the earnest solicitude and at debt.”
all Spanish subjects had been ordered' New
-to the 4th of Nov. are. received.
tention
of
Congress,,
is
the
management
and
The 'Tennessee river, and for a route for a
TUESDAV, DEC. 4. .
Despatches were received in London 2/th Mexico, in consequence of which they J Join
contemplated communication between the disposal of that portion of the property of
The Message was received from the Presi Oct? from Constantinople, to the 5th, and become alarmed,'and were embarkingf( proft
Hiwassee and Coosa rivers, in the State of the Nation which consists of the public lands. dent of the United States, by Mr. John Ad from Admiral Ccdrington, dated Zante, the the United States and Great Britain.
The acquisition of them, made at the expense
Alabama.
~
'The Mexican Sol of November 6, saysO Ceuffl
Hth. No alteration had taken place in the
his Private Secretary.
■
.
Other reports of surveys, upôn^ objects of the whole Union, not only in treasure but ams,
state of the question with respect to Greece. the last mail from Vallad«lit brought iní¿ denis
Mr.
Smith,
of
Maryland,
moved
that
the
pointed out by the several acts of Congress in blood, marks a right of property in them reading of the documents accompanying the The Sultan continued to profess the greatest mation that the famous Mejia had, withod nndd
of the last and preceding sessions, are in equally extensive. By the report and state President
’s Message be dispensed with, and I anxiety to avoid any hostile result, but mean ers, escaped from the prison the 31st of Qc| Mag*
the progress of preparation, and most of ments from the Genetai Land Office, now that the Message
and documents be printed. while avoided taking any step which might for the purpose of joining Vasquez. TbCs taker
them may be completed before the close of communicated, it appears that, under the 'The motion was agreed
and, on motion of tend to the satisfactory arrangement of the was in consequence, a great deal of extitj
this session. All the officers of both corps of present Government of the United States,, Mr. Bell, it was orderedto,
that
three thousand matters at issue. The despatches from Ad ment and the political authorities wereabojL from
à
sum
little
short,
of
thirty-three
millions
of
Engineers, with several other persons duly
ofthe Message-, and one thousand five miral Ch announce that the Egyptian fleet at to take into consideration the state of affair idée
qualified, have been constantly employed up dollars has beeh paid from the conrmon treas copies
of the documents be printed. Navarino had violated the armistice concluded 'The editor remarks that the public fitnint: lishec
on these services, from the passage of the ury for that portion of this property which bundrM^onies
' On motiim of Mr. Eate , the hour to which with Ibrahim Pacha, and that he had inter ofthe Sovereign Congress in January 18?
act of 30th April 1824, to this time. Were has been purchased from France and Spam, the
Senate shall adjourn, was fixed at 1~ cepted it on its way to Patras. Admiral C. should serve as a salutary lesson andgM
no other advantage to accrue to the country and for the extinction of the aboriginal-titles.
•bytfi1
complained of the conduct, ot the Turkish model in the actual circumstances of
until further ordered.
from their labors than the fund of topograph The amount of lands acquired is. near t wo p’clock,
Mr. Eaton, dfter some prefatory remarks commander when he replied that he was case.
kis,p
ical knowledge which they have collecteu hundred and sixty millions of acres, of which
A convoy, with two millions of dollars,1?
actins under the orders of the Pacha, and af- relation to the embarrassing situation oi fected not to know that the proceeding was the city of Mexico on the 6th of Novembt ¡ an (
and communicated, that alone would have on the first of January, 1826, about one bun- -in
the Secretary of the Senate, who was at a
been a profit to the Union more than ade~ dred and thirty-nine millions of acres had ..loss
$4 pa
to know who was to be considered as the any violation of the existing armitice. Ad for Vera Cruz.
quate to all the expenditures which have been surveyed, and little more than nineteen . .
miral Codrington fired at some of the trans
Brigadier General D. Pedro Valdivia
Senate
Printer^
offered
the
following
1
reamThe
a.
been devoted to the object ; but the appro millions of acres had been sold. T he aports to make them show their colors : three has been appointed minister of the Suprend
•
priations for the repair and continuation ot mount paid into the Treasury by the pur ble and Resolution : .
“ In pursuance of a joint resolution of the I or four disregarded the summons, when they 'Tribunal of war and marine, in place ofGet; Sii
the Cumberland Road, for the construction chasers of the lands sold is not -yet equal to Senate
for Se
and House of Representatives, passed were immediately boarded, and the remarka eral Bonilla.—'D. Adv.
of various other roads, for the removal of ob,- the sums paid for the whole, but leaves a
give!
in 1819, regulating the subject of printing ble circumstance transpired that they were
structionsfrom the Rivers and Harbors, tor small balance to be refunded ; the proceeds for
protected
by
Austrian
papers,
and
a
Turkish
GREAT
WORK.
the
two
Houses,
respectb
ely,
an
election
the erection of Light-houses, Beacons,1 lers, of the sales' of. the lands have long been
conjointly. They were of course,
Chesapeake and Delaware Cañal? Wliol
and Buoys, and for the completion of Canals pledged to the creditors-of the nation; a havingbeen had by the Senate, during the last fireman,
The three sections through the marshtf Mark
for a printer to the Senate, and Duff suffered to depart. 'The Russian squadron
undertaken by individual associations, bm pledge from which we have reason to hope session,
Green having, according to the provisions of was in sight of Zante on the Hth, to join Ad- fyom the Delaware river to St. George’s,! Mose;
needing the assistance of means and resources that they will in a very few years be redeem
bout four miles in length, are filled with® Isaac
more comprehensive than individual enter ed. The system upon’which this great Na the said Resolution, received the greatest . fnipal G.
ter nearly as high as the common high wtc|
prise can command, maybe considered rath tional interest has been managed was the number of votes: Therefore .
The
flpe
steam
boat
Irresistable,
built
by
the river, and an active navigation
a’otó In (
Resolved
Resolved^, That, in the opinion oj
0,1 the benSen subscription for the purpose of aiding the of
___
_
er as treasures laid up from the contributions result of long, anxious, and persevering delib
___ " scows,, ‘for the~ ----- ■ \jegq
in sloopsand
purposes oft®
of the present age, for the benefit of posterity, eration ; matured and modified by the prog ate, the said Duff Green is duly elected print Greeks, and intended to be sent out immedi i..
”
__________
•
......
i
^ni
Canal,
is
carried
on
;
a
dredging
machín«
.
#
... ately to Lord Cochrane, was destroyed by
than as unrequited applications of the accru ress of our population, and the lessons of ex er of the Senate.”
After a debate of some animation, r,\ xuch fire'at London on the 29th Oct. while on an employedin excavating such parts asanf rick i
ing revenues of the nation. To such objects perience, it has been hitherto eminently suc
of permanent improvement to the condition cessful. Mere than nine tenths ol the lands Messrs. Eaton, Havne, Benton, Berrien, and experimental trip She was valued at be not to the full depth of ten feet; the tower! Count
of the country, of real addition to the wealth still remain the common property of the Un Woodbury, advocated, and Messrs. Macon, tween 9 and 10,000 pounds sterling. Twoot ing path embankment through the man. One v
as well as to the comfort of the People .by ion, the appropriation and disposal of. which Harrison, Chambers, and Robbins, opposed the men on board were severely scalded, in has ceased to sink, and appears to standpa Josepl
whose authority and resources they have are sacred trusts in the hands of Congress. the Resolution, (ineffectual attempts having their efforts to secure the steam-boiler from fectly firm ; the South guard bank, of whit' candit
the sinking was so rapid and extensive, choice
been eflffeted, from three to four millions of Of the lands sold, a considerable part ware been made to lay it on the table and to, post explosion.
the extra expense so great, will be compl; bodB
the annual income of the nation have, by conveyed under extended credits, which, in pone its consideration until tomorrow) it was
The
Greeks
continued
to
commit
piracies
ted, it is believed, very soon, without anyfi* In K(
laws enacted at the three most recent ses the vicissitudes and fluctuations in the value carried by Yeas and Nays, as follows :
on
merchant
vessels.
An
English
ship
is
YEAS,—Messrs. Barnard, Barton, Benton,
currence of difficulties.
Cushr
sions of Congress, been applied, without in of lands, and of their produce, became oppres
supposed
to
have
been
plundered,
and
all
her
The fourth section of the Canal, thraj? ford (
trenching upon the necessities of the I reas- sively burdensome to the purchasers. It can Berrien, Branch, Chandler, Dickerson, Ea crew murdered.
ury ; without adding a dollar to the taxes or never tie the interest or the policy of the Na ton Ellis, Havne, Johnson of Kentucky,
Lloyd’s agent at Trieste has transmitted a St.'George’s mill pond, about three wild are c
debts df the community ; without suspend tion to wring from its own citizens the rea Kane, King, McKinley, McLane, Ridgely, a list of 81 vessels, which had been plunder is also filled with water and navigable, I West«
'The fifth section, comprising the deeped Solom
Rowan,
Sandford,
Smith
of
Maryland,
Smith
ing even the steady and regular discharge of sonable profits of their industry and enter
ed by the Greeks. He states that the Greek
the debts contracted in former days, which, prise, by holding them to the rigorous im of South Carolina, Tazewell, Tyler, White, piracy has increased to an alarming degree. said to be the most stupendous instanttl
canal excavation in the world, is in a gre!
within the same three years, have been di port of disastrous engagements. In March, Williams, Woodbury—25.
An order in Council has been issued, per degree completed up to the Summit Bridpj
NAYS.-—Messrs. Bateman, Bell, Boubgny,
minished by the amount of nearly sixteen 1821, a debt of twenty-two millions of dollars
mitting
the
entry
of
American
vessels
at
the
due by purchasers of the public lands, had Chambers, Chase, Foot, Harrison, Hend Bahama Islands, in Ballast only, and export to which point boats from the DelawareiJ The
millions of dollars.
,
The same observations are, in a great de accumulated, which they were unable to ricks, Johnston of Louisiana, Knight, Macon, ing therefrom, Salt and Fruit, only to the U. sail. 'The rides of this portion ofthe Cm Neware to be walled with thick masonry to tl! bringi
gree, applicable to the appropriations made pay. An act of Congress, of the 2d of March, Marks, Noble, Parris, Robbins, Ruggles, States.
4
, .. height of twelve feet, and for a distance, ii Newfor fortifications upon the coasts and har 1821, came to their relief, and has been suc Seymour, Silsbee, W illey—19.
It
is
stated
that
the
Lord
High
Admiral
of
The Senate then adjourned.
• eluding both banks, off five or six mil;1 th'e fol
bors of thé United States, for the mainten ceeded by others ; the latest being the act of'
Great Britain, has determined upon fitting Much of this gigantic work is done, and I» pers.
ance of the Military Academy at W est Point the 4th of May, 182.6, the indulgent provis
out another expedition to the North Pole.
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 5.
masons are engaged in completing it as< Ad'
and for the various objects under the super ions of which expired on the 4th of July last.
The Vice President laid before the Senate
idly as possible.
| that o
LONDON, NOV. 3, 1827.
intendence of the Department ot the Navy. The effect of these laws has been to reduce
The remaining sections, to the Uhesapea two st
The Paris papers of Tuesday and Wednes
The Report of the Secretary of the Navy, the debt from the purchasers, to a remaining a communication from the Department of
and those from the subordinate branches ot balance of about four millions three hun War, relative to proposals received tor print day which arrived last night, contain ac have been for some time finished, and 4 Nava
both the Military Departments, exhibit to dred thousand dollars due ; more than three ing a system of Military rI actics; and also counts from Constantinople to the 19th Oct. ready for the admission of water as soon j, time,
Congress, in minute detail, the present con fifths of which are for lands within the State the Secretary’s account of the expenditure On the 6th there had been a meeting of the the rest of the work will permit it.
ports,
The four locks are completed, and« llavir
dition of the public establishments depen of Alabama. I recommend to CongressYhe of^ft^Ui.i<ent fund of the Senate for the Divan on the Greek question, and it appears
to have been supposed that the tendency of bridges are in use ; that át the summit« those
dent upon them, the execution ot the acts of revival and continuance, for a further term, past year.
the deliberations was pacific, tho’ it is not noble structure—-it spans a gulf nearly ths and 2(
Congress rekdingto them, and the views of of the beneficent accommodations to the
THURSDAY, DEG. 6.
alledged that any decision took place. A- hundred feet wide and a hundred feet dej emba
the officers engaged in the several branches public debtors, oUhat statute, and submit to
'The hill to abolish Imprisonment for Debt mong'the Greek leaders considerable dissen- presenting from the road way a view ah . ship,
nf the service, concerning the improvements their consideration, in the same spirit of ewas
read
a
second
time,
by
its
title,
and
on
tions'are reported to prevail, which is attrib the canal East and West for several miles! frigat
which may tend "to their perfection. 1 he quity, the remission, under proper discrimin
It is believed that the Western division^ towar
fortification of the Coasts, and the gradual ations, of the forfeitures of partial payments motion oi Mr. Johnson, of Ky. Was referred to uted to the intrigues of Colocotroni. In a
increase and improvement ofthe Navy, are on account of purchases of the public lands, a select committee of seven ; which, on bal letter dated Trieste, extracted from the Augs the work will be completed early inti toatt;
parts of a great èystern of national dctcrfcc, so far as to allow oi their application to other loting, consisted of Messrs. Berrien, Johnson burg Gazette there is a very confused, and Spring, and that the whole work will bed« might
Nat.Grt i
of Ky. Macon, Chambers, Tyler, Barnard, obviously inaccurate account of the rencontre1 by next Summer.
which has been upwards often years in prog payments.
between Admiral Codrington and the 'Turk
.
>
ress, and which, for a series of years to come
There are various other subjects, of deep and McLane.
A message was received from the President ish fleet.—According to the account sixty
will continue to claim the constant and Per'_ interest to the whole Union, which have
. Th
We offer the foTowing for the special T butov
Severing protection and superintendence of heretofore been recommended to the consid of the United States, transmiting a report sail of Turks got into Patras.
fication of our friends, the Editors ofi third.
the legislative authority. Among the meas eration of Congress, as well by my predeces of the Secretary of the Navy, made in
Letters
have
been
received
from-Persia,
“ Enquirer,” who appear to keep a sir . Flour
ures which have emanated from these prin sors, as under the impression of the duties pursuance of a resolution ot the Senate of
ciples, the Act ofthe last Session of Congress devolvingupon me, by myself. Among these 9th February last, relative to the expen dated Sept. 5, which state that Abbas Mirza look out for consolitory circumstances | eon;
had
defeated
a
Russian
corps
consisting
of
ses
incurred
in
carrying
into
effectthe
these“ corrupt and degenerate”times. !
for the gradual Improvement of the Navy are the debt, rather of justice than gratitude,
holds a conspicuous place. T he collection ot to the surviving warriors of.the Revolutionary act of the 2d March, 1819; prohibiting the 3000 infantry of the Moscow Regiment pt Extract of a letter from a resident of k CO
Imperial
Guards,
300
Hulans,
and
1000
Cosslave,
trade,
and
the
cost
of
the
ships
ot
war
timber for the future construction of vessels War; the extension of the Judicial Adminisquier County, in Virginia, to the Editorf
of war ; the preservation and reproduction tion of the Federal Government to those ex employed on the coast of Africa, which on sacs, with several guns. 'The Persian army
the Winchester Republican.
Wf
of the species of timber peculiarly adajited to tensive and important members of the Union, motion of Mr. Rowan, was ordered to be consisted of 5000 regular infantry, 5000 horse,
“ I hazard nothing in saying that, in'.I nois, i
and 28 pieces of cannon.
that purpose ; the construction of Dry Docks which, having risen into existence since the printed.
counties
of
Loundoun,
Fauquier,
and
(W
meeti
Mr. Harrison gave notice that on Monday
'The battle took place about six miles from per, combined, there is a majority of at lei
for the use of the Navy ; the erection of a organization of the present Judiciary estab
Marine Railway for the repair of the public lishment, now constitute at least one-third he should introduce a bill to dimmish the duty the fort Eutch Kelaisea, and lasted from 500 for the Administration, and the numb; attlia
ships; and the improvement of the Navy of its territory, power and population ; the on imported salt—and Mr. Noble introduced dawn till evening. The Russians lost 1600 is Baity gaining. If the friends of the Adtni Israe
yards for the preservation ofthe public prop formation of a more effective and uniform a bill for the sale of the lands in Indiana here men, killed or taken prisoners, and the re istrat ion should not be remiss in their (Ij mens
mainder took shelter in the above named from a conviction of their superior stre< of the
erty deposited in them ; have ail received system for the government of the Militia ; tofore appdrpriated for the use ot schools.
fort, which is closely invested by the. Persian Mr. Adams will as Certainly receive| often
from the Executive the attention required and the amelioration, in some form or modi
army. During the engagement the following electoral vote of Virginia, as it is ceil- queni
by that Act, and will continue to receive it, fication, of the diversified and often oppres
two that General Jackson will receive theelef keep»
, steadily proceeding towards the execution of sive codes relating to insolvency. Amidst HOUSE. OF REPRESENTATIVES, remarkable circumstance took place
ry to
battalions of the Persian army gallantly ral vote of Tennessee.”
MONDAY, DEG. 3.
all its purposes. The establishment of a Na the multiplicity of topics of great national
they
The House having been called to order by charged two battalions of the Imperial
val Academy, furnishing the means of theo concernment, which may recommend them
aid
tl
retic Instruction to the youths, who devote selves.to the calm and patriotic deliberations the Clerk, and the members present answered Guards, and, after a long, sanguinary, and ob
Distressing Occurrence.—On Monday,i|
their lives to the service of their country up of the Legislature, it may suffice to say, that, to their names, the House proceeded, to bal stinate conflict, completely routed with great, 19th ult. Mrs. Bipsham, wife of Mr. JohisI
loss the Russian battalions,.—Courier.
on the ocean, still solicits the sanction ot the on these, and all other measures which may lot for a Speaker.
.
*
Bipsham, of Middletown township, «1 Tro:
Mr. Sprague and Mr. Haynes being named
Al
Legislature. Practical seamanship and the receive their sancti n, my hearty co-opera
drowned in the dam in front of the batlinei
PARIS, OCT. 29.
art of navigation may be acquired upon the tion will be given, conformably to the duties Tellers, reported the following as the result
Bristol. As she was crossing the breast infori
The
Florence
Gazette,
on
authority
which
cruise's of the squadrons which, from time to enjoined upon me, and under the sense of all of the balloting. /.
the dam in a dearborn wagon, the horse» the!
time are despatched to distant seas ; but a the obligations prescribed by the Constitua Fcr Andrew Stevenson, ot Virginia, - 1U4 it declares to be authentic, confirms the ac came frightened, and Backed into the dis Papii
count
published
by
the
Moniteur.
of
what
For
John
W.
Taylor,
of
New
York,
94
same
competent knowledge, even ofthe art of snip tion.
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS.
Mrs. B. was thrown out into the water, resol»
building, the higher mathematics and astron
For P. P. Barbour, of Virginia, 4 passed at Navarin from the 24th to the 27th ■ drowned
Washington, December 4, 1827.
before
assistance
could
reach
M
Sept, and adds some interesting particulars.
fió ot
omy ; the literature which can place our
Scattering votes, - ■
Mr. Stevenson having received a majority, When the English and French Admirals Her body was soon after taken out, but | celle
officers on a level of polished education with
REVOLUTIONARY
SOLDIERS.
vital
spark
had
fled.
—
Phil.
Pa.
visited
Ibrahim
in
his
tent,
the
latter
at
first
woul
the officers of other maratime nations ; the There is one subject recommended to the he was declared elected, and conducted to
answered with dignity and much haughtiness.
knowledge of the laws, municipal and nation attention of Congress in the President’s Mes the chair by Mr. Randolph.
“
Dangers
and
death,
”
said
he,
“
never
enter
Liverwort.
—
Dr.
Thomas
P.
Hereford
al, which, in their intercourse with foreign sage, to the fulfilment of which, did not ex
I the calculations-of a soldier. My ships are Prince Wm. County, Va. has published a
States and their Governments, are continu- perience
TUESDAY, DEC. 4.
Th
forbid the hope, vve should look
I full Of balls and powder, and I must execute ter stating that applications are
ually called into operation ; and above all, with confidence.
Mr.
Condict,
of
New-Jersey,
presented
the
4'i’ess
We
allude
to
the
neglected
the
orders
of
the
Sultan.
”
On
this
Admiral
upon
him
from
different
parts
of
the
Uii
that acquaintance with the principles of hon claims of the neglected survivors of our revo M^nm ial of Aaron Ogden, of New-Jersey,
fülle;
or and justice, with the higher obligations of lutionary army. To say pothing of gratitude andefliers, surviving Officers of the Revolu de Rigny answered, “ that in case of extrem asking acMce and specimens ofthe Livenj ■ever
morals, and of general laws, human and di ! or generosity, common decency and common tionary Army, praying payment of the ar- ity the Egyptian ammunition would be ex- which has been recently discovered tol ever'
vine, which- constitute the great distinction j honesty require that the remaining^ years reai'S of pay due them for their services in (hanged for that on board the European cure for consumptions. To answer these Kepi
ships.” After a long conference, however, plications, he says, requires so much of
between the warrior patriot, and the licensed
Th
they must be few) of these hoary-head that Armv; which was, on motion of Mr. the armistice for 20 days was agreed upon.
time, that he is under the necessity of deni est
robber and pirate ; these can be systemati (and
Condict, referred to a select committee of
ed
patriots
should
be
smoothed
by
at
least
ding a fee of five dollars for every appW| Tlv
cally taught and eminently acquired only in the necessaries and comforts of life. This seven members.
a permanent school, stationed upon the shore
made to him.
Mr. John Adams, the Private Secretary of
Kept
is one of that number which, in our
Retract ofa letter dated Bahia, Oct. 13.
and provided with the teachers, the instru- subject
the President of the United States, came in
And
public
affairs,
are
constant
sources
of
wonder
Royalton, Vt. Nov. 5 joritt
■ ments, and the books, conversant with and —where the voices of the people are but as with the Message, and the Message was
The Brazilian brig of war Imperial Pedro,
adapted to the communication of the princi one, and at the same time not obeyed by their read.
We,learn from Quebec, that Snelson,' votes
Loal, Commander, (formerly the Bolivar,)
'
ples of these respective sciences to the youth representative^. Notwithstanding this uniThe reading having been concluded, and of 11 guns and 150 men, captured the Buenos robber of the Petersburgh Branch Bailiff the
arrested, and is now in jail inthat|W that
ful and enquiring mind.
' form wish of the people, the attempts which the message having been referred to^ a com ,Ayrean brig of war Patagonia, of 5 guns been
The report from the Postmaster General | have been made In Congress to provide for mittee of the whole bn the state of tn-e Un and 50 men, after an action of nearly two It is reported that Snelson engaged a p^ gene:
hours, during which time the crew of the to Liverpool, in a vessel about to sail,pal". in th
exhibits the condition of that Department as the Revolutionary soldiers, have been uni ion—highly satisfactory for the present, and still formly opposed, either openly, or clogged
On motion, 6000 extra copies thereof were Buenos Ay rean made two attempts to board, the same, and entered the assumed npwt Stevf
more promising for the future. Its receipts with amendments and alterations to the bills ordered to be printed for the use ot the but were repulsed by the severe and heavy Meuciuelli as his, on the books—thatF1' nppo
fire of musketry from the Imperial Pedro. fore the vessel sailed, he left the city,5 Adm
for the year ending the first of July last a-- proposed, which have, in every instance, de House ; and then
Captain Love, of Philadelphia, commander proceeded about ten miles into the con*
mounted.to one million four hundred and feated them. We perceive by the Washing
'I'he House adjourtied.
Ct
ofthe Patagonia, was killed during the sec where he remained some days at easel»1 Sood
seventy three thousand five hundred and ton papers, that an appeal has been made
fifty-one dollars, and exceeded its expendi by the Revolutionary soldiers themselves, to
ond attempt to lead on his boarders, and short supposed secure retreat; but the novd'! for tl
WEDNESDAY, DEC. o.
tures by upwards of one hundred thousand the justice of Congress, and we express but
The following gentlemen have been ap ly after the Patagonia’s colors came down, the circumstance of an English gentle»1 be fl
dollars. It cannot be an over-sanguine esti the wish of every class of the community in pointed t’ocompose the committee on the Me and she was brought m great triumph into apparently without object, coming amt’ CODsi
mate to predict that, in less than ten years, of hoping.that it may be listened to with favor. morial of the revolutionary officers:—Mr.]. this port. The Patagonia’s loss was 15 killed and taking up his residence with theifl/ cer,
which one-half have elapsed, the receipts will
Burges, Mr« Condict, Mr. Drayton, Mr. Liv I and 6 or 7 wounded ; she was a mere shell of rested the attention and excited the c11^, cf > i
J¥.. y. Statesman.
have been- more than doubled.. In the in^an
ingston, Mr.'Taylor, Mr. Holmes, and Mr,, a thing and had no* regular quarters to pro ty of the Canadian Frenchmen, and
credi
time, a reduced expenditure upon estafilNhtect her men, whilst the Imperial Pedio had thus become the theme of their ga''rl! one i:
Illegal votes.—-The New-York National Mitchell of Tennessee.
it
soon
became
known
in
the
city,
and
t
S
ed romes haskept pace with increased facili Advocate states that a tavern-keeper had
Complete
bulwarks.
Government
were
so
A communication from the First Comptrol
hinis
ties of public accommodation, and additional called upon him and given the. name of an ler of the Treasury was laid before the highly pleased with this success that they ted suspicions which, on the return qU that 1
services have been obtained at reduced rates elector, pledging himself to prove that the House, containing statements eff accounts un purchased the beautiful brig Express, of connoitreing party with Snelson a P1^ as hi,
of com’sensation. Within the last year, the said elector had voted the Jackson ticket, settled, under a law of Congress requiring Philadelphia, for 1800!f000, but this will nett were proved to have been well founded, ing.
transjxa tation of the mail in stages has been three times at the late election in that city. such returns to be made annually. Mr. very Tittle more than what the Boliver sold stead, therefore, of being on his verii
As
greatly augmented. The number of Post The names of several persons under age, Wickliffe then offered a resolution that the for ; specie was then 7 per cent, prem, whilst Liverpool, he is snugly caged in
the I
Offices.has been increased*to seven thousand ; who voted the Jackson ticket, have also been members should testify their
i
\ of............
a bi}l of
___ _ respect
.
..............
for the. now it cannot.be purchased for less than 80^ waiting the receipt
Kly J
from the U. States.
and it may be anticipated that, while the fa- left at that office.—-Bos. Pat.
memory of the late Dr. Young, a represents-1 prem.

rsB&iaw wBws

- a. .

think, placed in a predicament, the awkward- ‘ We ..are requested to slate;that the Rev.
ness of which they will feel before long. ¡Mr. Jacob Wood, of. Dover. N. H. will
I he result of this ballot» supposing it to be j
”’
. FgpifY KEN bn Execution rind to be
on Execution ail
followed up by a correspond’...^ .U_..
’■ .H sold at Public Auction, York, ss. rglAKEN
lie short passaje'ft“ SATOHBAV DEC. 15, 18S7.
JL the right in equity, whicli
Committees, throws all the responsibility j v*“aSe» on Wednesday evening next—servi- on Monday, the 7th day Of January, 1828, at
h P^ers froms tha|
for the public measures of the session off ces to begin at early candle lighting.
two o’clock in the afiernoori, at the dwelling John Cram, of Sariford, in the County of
at^hourM ’JUt
We are indebted to the polite attention of from the .Administration and its friends, upon
He will also preach at Kennebank-port, on house of the subscriber in Alfred, all the York, Yeoman, has to redeerri the farm oil
which he now reskles, With the. buildings
the
shoulders
of
its
opponents.
This
is
a
their contents"6 ' eftiie ^ori- A<
Barris, and of the Hon. RuThursday evening, at the Free Meeting light inequity which Andrew Conant of Al thereon, containing thirty acres more or less,
singular state of things.—WzL Int.
fred,
in
said
county,
esquire,
hast
to
redeem
cree of the Mexica fFtrS ^C^NTIRE’ °f this State, and of the Hon.
i House,—services will also begin at early tbe following described real estate.
and bounded by the highway dud lands of
dl S[.ianish EccIesias^oHABOD Bartlett, of N. H. in forwarding
6,
pub- J eandle nghting- ,
LO T No. 1. A tract of land with the William Em°ry, jun. John Parsons,.and oth
A
letter
dated
Washington,
Dec.
6,
invents^tQ^'
President’s Message at an early day
buildings thereon, situateffin said Alfred, and ers, arid the said Cram’s right in equity there*
lished in a Boston Paper, sayfi :
being part of the homestead farm of said in will be sold at public/eridue at ¿lie dwell
“
The
new
Speaker
is
known
to
be
a
gentleMexican Ecclesiastm
Conant, containing fqrty acres, more or less, ing house of John Powers, Esq, iri.said San
tleman of ardent temperament, but who will
Tee forbid to remove®! We ^ave received the first number of a not
bounded thus, bvgimimgar the road at the S. .ford, oq Saturday the twenty-ninth day of
permit his politics and prejudices against
[.ae^S^baLe^ects.
new periodical publication,, devoted to Me a Yankee Administration to betray him, as
E. corner of laud of Wm. Parsafis, thence by, December next, at two o’clock afternoon.—
I said Parsons’land, south westerly to the riv Said farm is under a mortgage to Elisha Al
sh saibiects l^d^^c^an’cs an^ Agriculture, entitled “ The Presiding officer, into any gross acts of par
er, thence by the river to Swett’s bridge, (so len, Esq. of said Sanford.—Conditforis made’
n consequence of i’New-England Farmers’ and Mechanics’ tiality, or of incivility to the minority. He is
called)
at the road leadingiby said Conant’s known at the Sale.
well
acquainted
with
the
high
responsibility
larmed,'and wcre^e^” urnaP*—Conducted by E, Holmes, M. D.
CALEB EMERY, D. Sheriff
j house to Sanford, thence b. said yoad to the
which has been thrown on the party which
1
,
d States and Great Bri^Professor of Chemistry, &c. in GardinerLy- has elevated him to the chair ; and as the
j county road leading to KennebmiL, thence on . Nov. 25.
-----I said last mentioneti. road to land of Be.ny. J.
a’iiXm vShS**0“- We unrterstiln!! that Mr-H' is a ®en‘ guardian of their reputation will exercise the
MARRIED—in Hol
6th inst. | Herrick, thence round said Herrwk’s land to
utmost care to place the talent of the House
at the famous Me i p^eman w£ll qualified for the undertaking, in
its proper sphere, and to distribute the by Rev. Simon Locke, Mr. Elisha Cleaves, the road aforesa:d, thence by said road
ec F^l-lKEN be
on soExeciition;
ancl
ed from the prison tyand, as many of the Scientific Journals and honors of the House with circumspection. to Miss Nancy Drew.
j,| at
to the beginning. The above tract of ORK, SS.
In Newfield, Mr. Newbegin Moony, of land with the ouildings is under the in AocTios,on ?vioriday, the fourteenth day of
Tpose ot joining Vas^Magazines of this Country and Europe are He appears to have a proper sense of the
cumbrance of a mortgage to John Holmes January next, at Uie Store now occupied by
tlie^pofitical
at the Lyceum, has abundant resources dignity of his office ; and nothing could have Parsonsfield to Miss Mary Merrill .of N.
Iir Newfield, Mr. Horace Walter, of Do E§q. for the sum of six hundred ,and ten dol Jorathar Down INO, iri VVaterborough, at
to consideration the?ron‘ whence to niake COP’OUS interesting been morejudicious in my mind, than the se ver, to Miss Martha C. Burnham, of N.
lars and sixty-live cents, dated Nov. 27, 182a, twelve of the clock, noon ; All the right iri
lection he madefy esterday of the Committee
In Kittery, Mr. Ebenezer Flaisted.of Yfork, With annual interest, also another mortgage equity which Elliot R,
t remarks th|tthei)iiFe^cl^OH^ r^ie numbe1’ before us is embel- on the Revolutionary Memorials. Mr. Bur
has to re
to
Miss
Mary
Brooks,of
Eliot.
to
said Holmes for cm-', duiidrcd and thirty deem the Farm on which .he now lives, situ
ereign Congress in j^lished with a plate of “ Bliss’ Moveable Hay gess, the Chairman, is a staunch friend of,
In
Boston,
on
Sunday
evening,by
Rev.
Mr.
two
dollars
and
interest,
dated
-6th,
June,
•ve as a salutary lessonTrcss.” Such a work T. mid be patronized the Administoation, and is perfectly well ac
ated in Waterborough—the same being un
Ripley, Mr. Jacob Kuhn, jr. to Miss Eliza- 1826.
der the incumbrance of a Mortgage deed to
ie ac ua encumstyjy
Farmers and Mechanics of this State. quainted with the subject of the memorials. bet
h
C
h
ap
m
an
,
of
Saco
.
LOT
No.
2.
A
tract
of
land
in
said
Al

Some others of the Committee are revolution
Daniel and Ghlliam liowdoin. . .
In Phipsburg, Rev. Jacob C.Goss, of Tops fred containing one hundred and twenty a?y, with two millions^1
Gardiner; semi-monttily, in ary worthies, and the Speaker took the
JESSE GILMAN, De^dy Sheriff.
^Mexico on the6thym Octavo form, each number containing first opportunity to place his predecessor ham, to Miss Almira Hill, daughter of Hon. cres, more or less, bounded thus, beginning
Alfred, Nov. 30, 1827.
D 8.
at the road sbuth of Swett’s bridge, (socal
in the Chair, on a respectable Committee. Mark L. Hill, of the former plaice.
Lruz.
>4 pages, at g2 per annum in advance.
led)
at
the
centre
of
middle
branch
of
MouSo far so good. The House has adjourned
er General D. Ped»|
sum river, and running by said road southerly
to Monday, to give the Speaker time to make
appointed minister of ft
W®*
to land of Lemuel Foss, thence by said Foss’
of war and marine,irt Senators.—The official returns of votes proper selections for the numerous Standing
cc rSHAKEN oh Execution, and
land to land of Abel McGregory, thence
W—D. Adv,
:,r Senators to the Legislature of this State, Committees. The hostile feelings which ap
’■ ' ’ JL
will be sold at Public
south-easterly by said McGregory to the
peared so permanent a few days ago appear
---rive the following result :
eastern branch of Mousum river, thence up Auction, at the Store of Elisha Bodweerfi
to be subsided.”
GREAT WORK,
York County,
Esq.,
in
Shapleigh,
on Wednesday, the twei.said river following its course, until it meets
3,996
peake and UELAWAHWhole number of votes
said middle branch, on Littlefield’s stream (so ty-sixth’day of December next, at ten of thè
2,318
ree sections through (Mark Dennett, of Kittery, has
We are sorry to say that the fins
called,) thence by the last named river, to clock, A. M. alighe right in equity of re
2,345 ship Brighton, from London, went 0
Delaware nverto St, Moses Sweat, of Parsomffield, has
the place begun at. The tract last mention demption, which’Iaco'b WèTch of.Sh’apleigi';
2,091 last Friday night upon the Romer sh
miles m length, areftisaac Emery, of Biddeford, has
ed, or No. 2. is under the incumbrance of a has in and to- the following described morG
as high as the comma,
and are chosen.
fishing smack which passed her on 1
mortgage to David Hall and Alvah Conant, gaged real Estate, viz: all the farm where
DIED—In Biddefor
li it. Mr. Elisi
^nAac?iwn ^tlVelwv^ Iri\ Cumberland County, Messrs. Dunlap, riing of Saturday reports that the ship
of Alfred, to secure the payment of five hun on he no w lives, bounded by land of Jeremi
Staples, aged 25 years
md scows, tor he m«gnuforand Mace are chosen.-In LmcoZn ing upon her broad side, but had not
dred and ninety eight dollars and twenty-five ah Low, Samuel Hooper, Abraham Welchq
In Portsmou
mt Whip, ag<
carried on , a
Messrs. Kavenagh, Richardson, Her- No lighters had at that time ari ived.
cents, with -annual interest, dated Oct. 16, John Welch and Alfred line, and is the same
■I 87. He carri «
the Battle
which the said Jacob Welch mortgaged to
N. York Journal of Cori
1826.
'n e’fcavat''1S su.cM'ick and Miller are chosen.—In Hancock
Bunker Hill-;
er Ki
LOT No. 3. A tract of land in said Alfred, John Storer iÀ Co. as will appear of record.
1 full depth of ten
Joshua W. Hathaway is chosen,
IL III. and IV
WILLIAM EMÈR1, D. Sheriff.
Gov. Shulze, of Pennsylvania, in his tfiessage
containing thirty acres, more or less, and
embankment tliro^ie vi^ancy__Joshua Hall, of Frankfort, and
Shapleigh, Nov. 23,1827.
bounded thus, beginning at the corner of Jo
J fo sjnk, and appeiMos€ph Shaw, of Thorndike, are the highest to the late opening ot the Legislature, informs
seph Clark’s laud at the road, and running
n ; the South guardWan(bdates—In Washington County, no that body that.a settlement has been made
south-easterly to land of 1 iiomas W kite,
ig was so rapid and eShoice is effected. John Balkham and Icha- wityl the government of the United States, of
thence by said White’s land to tbe road lead
expense so great, w)|l0C| Bucknam, are the highest candidates.— the claims arising out of the late war, by
ing by said White’s house, thence by said y r
relieved, very soon, wiin Kennebec County, Messrs. Williams, which a balance is found in favour ofthe State,
AK EN on Execution, and will
last mentioned road, to the Kennebunk road,
of difficulties
Ashman and Cutler, are chosen.—In Ox- in arms exceeding in value '$200,000.
A’ “ * JS. he SO\<iat PUELTC ylUCTiON,
-SHIP
2ŒW5
thence by the road last said, co the begriming. at the Store of Jorr Storer (P Co. in San
irth section of thefcor</ County, Messrs. Washburn and Grover,
LOT No. 4. Also another tract of land in ford, in said County, bn Wednesday the twen
;e’s mill pond, about ire chosen.—In Somerset County, Samuel
It
appears
from
the
National
Intelligencer,
/Alfred, containing ten acres, more or less, ty-sixth day of December next; at two of the
ed with water and nanveston, is chosen.—In Penobstot County, after all the contradictory accounts which
beginning at the corner of Lhos. \V ¡rite’s clock in the afternoon, all the right in equity
th section, comprising^Oiomon Parsons, is chosen.
have reached us of the late election in Ken
land, on the road, thence ruunirig by said of redemption, which. Aaron WithaM has
■ the most stupendous:
KENNEBUNK.
DECEMBER
15
tucky, that Mr. John Calhoun, the candidate
White’s land westerly to the river, thence in and to the following described mortgaged
;avation in the world, is.
friendly
to
the
administration,
has
received
northerly up said river, to an elrn true, being real Estate, viz.; all the farm Whereon the
impletedup totheSw
LATEST PROM ENGLAND.
the
return
as
a
member
of
Congress
for
the
the corner of George Burnham’s land, thence the.said Aaron Witham now lives, situate irt
point boats from theDtLThe packet ship Wm. Byrnes arrived at
Dec. 7.—Brig Sabat, Ciaik, Hayth
by said Burnham’s land to the road, thence Sanford aforesaid, bounded on.the S. E. by
e s’des of this portiodfiew-York on Monday last from Liverpool, district vacated by the death of Dr. Young.
Bos.
G
az.
southerly by said road to the beginning.
walled with thick »ringing London papers to Nov. 6th.— 1 he
land of Moses Sweat, on the N. E. by tile
Dec. 12—Brig Byron, Smith Gonaives,
LO P No. 5. One undivided half of the
twelve feet, and foraMew-Yfork Evening Post of Monday, gives
Hayti, with Coffee and Wood, to Jos. Moody Carding Machine and the privilege of water road, on the N. W. by l and of Flanders Hatch;
ioth banks, of five othe following articles of news from these paand on the S. W. by land of Obediah Little-1
Co.
TO OUR READERS.
to carry the same, and the building in which held. , ,
this gigantic workistoers.
Schr. Eunice Ann, Grant, Boston.
As
some
have
complained,
on
account
of
our
it
is.
placed,
owned
in
common
wim
me
heirs
WILLIAM EMERY, D. Sheriff.
re engaged in fiomplelioj Advict?s from Modon, to the 5th ult. states
MEMORANDA’.
of Charles Griffin, Esq. deceased. Lots
Sanford, Nov. 22, 1827.
ssible.
.
hat on the 30th Sept. Ibrahim Pacha ordered not having given notice of the intended ordina
S
aco, Dec. 5.—Cld.sch. Scio, Clark, St. numbered three, tour and rive, are under the
maining sections,totheL,0 s^rong divisions of troops to march from tion, and services at the ordination of the Rev. Bartholon ews ; 7 th, sph. Norway, Emmons, incumbrance of a mortgage tp John Conant,
V n nte r S ¿X o t i ce— Ex It a.
u for some time ™vavarin0 by land, despatching-at the same Daniel Campbell, we think in justice to our St. Croix.—Ar.fith, sch. Enterprize, Gillpat- Esq.
of Alfred, to secure the payment of six
the admission of wataSjrne, by sea, 39 sbipS of war, with 15 trans selves and to our jjatrons, weave hound to rick, Fall Rixer; tip. William, Gillpatrick,
hundred and fifty-four dollars with annual in rinHE subscriber wishing to settle all his acit’the work will peraiitH^^ joaijed with provisions, to Patras,
JL counts of more than one year’s standing,
do.—Sailed, Hth,
Storer, New- terest, dated October 16th, 1826.
ur locks are coiqwavjng |ieal-d that Lord Cochrane was m state the facts.—But we would have it under
LOT No. 6. a tract of land m said Alfird, calls on all persons having accounts open with
rein use ; that at the £ose seas with his large frigate^ a corvette stood that in so doing, we have no prejudices,
him
io settle the same immediately.—From
Ar. at. Boston, 12th,brig Missionary, Lord, containing three acres, more or less, with the those whb can pay the balance due, he will
icture—it spans agalitod 20 small brigs of war, Ibrahim Pacha or hard feelings whatever, toward any denom
buildings
thereon,
bounded
southerly
by
the
feet wideandahusdrei^pharked in person on board a sixty gun ination of Christians- ■for we consider that of this port, from Liverpool.—Sailed 7th Oct. road leading to Kenncounk, southerly and cheerfully and thankfully receive it—from
—Cid. 11th, selu Maine, Smith, Saco.
g from the road way a hip, accompanied by an equal force, six
easterly by laud of Samuel Clark, and north thoste who cannot make it convenient at this
East and West fo’^jgates and six brigs, and directed hisxourse every descendant of Adam, ought, and
At Port au Prince, 7th ult. brig Com. erly by land of Jeremiah Goodwin ¿tnd Board time to pay the balance due, he will receive
lieved that the Westwards Cochrane, with a full determination does inherit the right of worshiping God Preble, Merrill, of this port, ballasting and to man Johnson, Esqrs. being the same mes their Notes. But a settlement he must have
i will be conipjetedb attack and board his ship wherever he according to the dictates of his own con» sail in 5 days.
suage now occupied by Kuv. Nathan Doug with every one with whom he has ah ac
nd that the whole wor^jght find him.
At Tampico, Noy. 18, no Am. vessels. It lass, under the meumorance ot a mortgage count open, as he bhlieves in the oid adage,
. science—We consider that we have no
summer
very sickly at T.
to Charles W. Williams and Vv Illium Loui that “ short settlements make long friends,”
right to call any one ^heretic or a heathen, was
ST. THOMAS, NOV. 20.
At Mayagüez, brig Otter, Buttman, Ken of'Kennebunk, to secure the payment of As many of his accounts have been standing
’The new crop of Coffee is now coming in, or irreligious, because he thinks and acts nebunk, 15; Ann Hardy., do. 12; a sehr, three hundred and eighty one dollars and from four to eighteen years, he conceives it
iiigh time that such accounts were attended
er the foPowmg for tlitht owing to the late gale will fall short one differently from what we think is right—for from Kennebunk, ar. at do, 20th Nov.
twenty six cents, elated December 6, 1827.
if our friends, the Eiifird. The crops of Sugar will be good, we believe that any human being who wor
At St. 1 nomas, 6th ult. bi ig fi lorida, of this
L(.)T No. 7.' A tract of laud in Lyman, to ; and assures such delinquents that all
-r,” who appear to bjour $64 a-6^; Copn Meal >18 per punch
port, uuc.
containing thirty acres, mere or less, adjoin who neglect this Notice beyond the 16th day
ier consolitory circiibn ; Salted Provisions pretty brisk; Hides, ships God with a strict regard to honesty,
ing land owned by the Society oi Shakers, oi of January next, will find their accounts in
VESSELS
SPOKEN,
the hands of an Attorney for collection.
morality, and charity towards bis fellow crea
irrupt and degenerate”!» 10.
6th inst. lat. 42, ion. 67, brig Byron, 41 days i'liomas Sands, of John Saywaal, Jr. and John
JAMES K. REMI CH.
Low, Esq. and being the same tract of ianu
tures^ and with sincerity of heart towards from St Domingo, for tms port.
sf a letter from a resft.
------Kennebunk, Dec. 7, 1827.
Conant purchased oi Caleb Lassel.
lounty, in Virginia,tot
neW-ydrk, dec. 10.
the great and good director of all things, is
28th ult. lat.of , long. 7o passed an Eastern said
LUT N o. 8. A tract of land in Alfred, be
nchester Republican. We have received by the packet ship Illi - an acceptable Christian in the sight of God, built, decked schr. with loss of foretopmast
ginning at the southerly corner bi land of
ard nothing in sayingtbis, a New-Orleans paper of the 22d ult. A
and
sail,
if Loundoun.FauquierJfoeting of shipmasters and owners, was held 1 however he may differ from us in opinion.
l?th ult. lat; 36, long. 72 25,barque Philetas, Henja. J. Herrick, by the road, thence by the
HE Subscriber intending to close his
fined,- there is a majority tbat place, at which Capt- Stone, of the ship
As it respects the ordination, we observed Morrill, of Saco, from Providence for New- 1’oau to the eastern branch ot rviousum river,
dience by said river to land of said Herrick,
business in the Spring, offers his re
Le Administration, and^rael presided,for the purpose of adopting to one or more of the principal members of O rlcHiis,
maining
fining. If the friends Measures to prevent the vexatious desertion the society, that if they would hand us a no Nov27, lat. 37J5, Ion. 69 40, schr. Polly, Par and by said Herrick to the beginning. Lots
numbered
seven
¿aid
eight
are
under
the
in
Should not be remiss inf the crews of vessels arriving at that port,
ker, of Yarmouth, from Machias, With lum
Eviction of their snpeiiiften before the sails are furled, in conse- tice of the time when the Ordination would ber, was teh in with, by the schr Rebecca, cumbrance of a mortgage to Benjamin J. Her
iMS will as Certainly foence of the illegal and corrupt practice oi take place, we would with pleasure give it a Patrick, of Saco, had been blown off, short of rick, of Alfred, to secure the payment oi two
.
vote of Virginia, as keepers of sailor boarding houses, who con tra- place in our columns. It was never handed provisions, bad sprung aleak, and was 9 ds. hundred and fifty dollars, wim annual inter at reduced prices.
All debts, either by note or account^ Which
pral Jackin will redciuv to law, harbour and secret seamen until us, of course we were unable to publish it, lying too, fuff of water, had but about 28 est, dated January 29th, 1827.
arb
not
paid
on
the
first
of
MARCH,
will
be
LOF No. 9. A tract of land in Alfred,
H Tennessee” ' hey are shipped on board of another vessel,
pounds of dour and 6 gallons of water, when
as we could not do it, on our own responsibil fell in with by the R. who took from her the containing twenty acres, more or less, bound left with an Attorney for collection.
4 ’ __
thus receive their monthly advance.
JOS. G. MOODY.
as follows : beginning at Swett’s bridge,
ity.
captain and two seamen, and left her with all ed
if Occurrence.—^------ Dec. 8;
on the easterly side thereof,thence down said
Mrs Bipsham,wifeofwj7row^e Montreal Herald of the ^th ult.
set.
On Thursday evening after the ordination
stream to the eastern branch of Mousum
of Middletown W' a Gentleman just arrived from Quebec we saw Mr. Owen Burnham, he being con
river, thence by said eastern branch to the
in the dam in frontofiriforms us, that on Wednesday afternoon
Kennebunk road, thence by said road and
As she was crossing Jhe House of Assembly again elected Mr. sidered one of the leading members of Mr.
road leading to Sanford to the beginning.
in a dearborn wag^Tapineatt to the office ot Speaker, by the Campbell’s society, and requested of him a
LOT No. 10. One other parcel of real es
htened-and Wedi^ame majority. After which, they passed statement of the services at the ordination,
ND will be published and for sale at J. tate, being'all said Conant’s right, title and
ras thrown out into tfe.esolutions to the effect that they wouki have and expressed a wish that we might have
* K. Remich’s Bookstore, on Wednes interest in the Saw-mill and Grist-mill, with
before assistancecoaMm other Speaker—and that in case his Exday morning next,
the privileges belonging to the same. Said
r
after taken ifollency would refuse to receive him, they it by the next day (Friday) at noon, that
SERMON,
HE Subscriber offers for sale a general
mills are known by the name of Coqant’s
S fled^^^
¿ave Quebec.
we might be certain of getting it in the pa preached at theA .Dedication
of the Meeting mills in Alfred.
assortment of HATS, viz :
per.—He, Mr. B. thanked us, and we House of the second Parish in Saco, and the
The real estate described in numbers nine
l^Case Superfine;
do; fine;
, _nr Thm^asP.f
CONGRESS.
think observed that he would endeavor to Installation of Rev. Thomas Tracy, as their and ten, together with those numbered one
4 do. Imitation Beavers»
rnnntv Va.taS’M The First Session of the 1'wentieth Con- attend to it—from this, we conceived that he Pastor. Nov. 21, 1827.
and eight, are imder the incumbrance pt a
—.1LSO-JmrivAt aDDlicationsnress opened yesterday (3d mst.) with the would give us the proceedings at the ordin
mortgage to John Conant and Joseph Emer A large lot of low priced Napt and Felt.
V ,7/i#prent part«dullest attendance, in both Houses that has
son, to secure the payment of six hundred
I
n
P
ress
,
and
will
be.published
in
a
few
2ce"ndsp«im®*ver occurred. In tire Senate was present ation,—we could not do it ourselves, not being days,
and fourteen dollars with annual interest, dat
z\N ADDRESS,
? n rpcentlv discot'riery member but two; m the House of present at the services. We reserved room delivered at Kennebunk, before the York ed Jan. 30, 1827.
which will be sold as low as can be bought M
S be iwinns TcansiRepresentatives, all the members except six. in our columns for it till the paper was ready County Unitarian Association. Oct. 24,1827
BENJA. J. HERRICK, De/i. Sheriff.
Lonsumpu ■ •
50. Th}s early attendancc shows the deep interBoston, or elsewhere, for Cash, Country P'ufr*
Alfred, Nov, 23, 1827.
—By Rev. Henry Ware, juq. Minister of
for
press,
but
it
was
never
handed
us,
had
it
duce
or approved credit, by
SaULrthenecessilest which is felt in the politics of the day.
the Second Church in Boston.
E. GOULD.
the ’su11^ ‘\orevef; The election for Speaker of the House of been we should witb'pleasure have published
Dec.
15.
;offivedoliai
Representatives, resulted in the choice of it. Though our religious opinions are not Trin
...MLSO.... ,
rim.
__ _ Andrew Stevenson, of Virginia, by a ma- itarian, yet we hope we are not so far lost to
JUST RECEIVED
Ynnrr v? HTIAKEN on Execution and will
Vr,’oritv of four votes and a plurality of ten
’
jl be gold at Public Auction>
.
good assortment of
thatWes over John W. Taylor of New Yfork, •Christianity or ignorant of the precepts of the
ir'n from yneD; fojj4he late Speaker. Though it is probable religion, taught by the meek and lowly Jesus,
on Monday, the 31st day of December next,
’ the PeteysM'S . :al|jdiat tjfis election did not turn exclusively on as to say to any one u stand byfor I am holi
LL persons indebted to the Subscriber, at two o’clock in the afternoon, at the dwel
isted, and is ?1,°L ¿general politics, the result shows that parties
either by note or account, of from three ling-house of Peter Prost, Innholder, in
>rted diat Sne iXitwfo the House are pretty equally divided, Mr. er than thou”
Waterborough,
all the right in equity which
months
to three years standing, are request

We
this
day
publish
an
account
of
theOrmol, in a vessel ap ^tevenson being considered, we believe, an
ed to call and make payment on or before Cummings Thompson, of said Waterborough,
WANTED, 500 Fox-Skins,
, and entered tim'-. j
nent, and ^lr. T.-.ylor a friend, of the dination alluded to above 'for which we are the 1st day of January next. By attending to has to redeem a tract of land with the build
Zf as his, on the
Administration.
ings thereon, situated in said Waterborough, for which Cash will be paid. He also pays
indebted to the Christian Mirror.—
this Notice they will save cost.
vessel sarieG.Considering that Mr. Taylor made a very
and adjoining land of Moses Burnham, and is cash for all kind of Furs.
OLIVER PERKINS.
ORDINATION.
Kennebunk, Dec 7,1827;
■d about ten mile- ■ atx0od Speaker, having many excellent points
the same on which said Cummings Thomp
Kennebunk,
Dec.
13,
1827.
Ordained at Kennebunk, on Wednesday
> remained some <-jtli'or tyiat station, Mr. Stevenson has reason to
son now lives, and under the incumbrance of
secure retreat;nattered by his election. He has had last, Rev.Daniel Campbell, over the Un
a mortgage to Josiah Brown.
’mstanceof an r-'S consid?rabie exDcrieifoe as a presiding cfh- ion Church and Society in that place.
BENJA. J. HERRICK, D. Sheriff.
GALLS, of#, very superior qualiInvocation and lending of rhe scriptures by
1V without
ithout vui'.v..
obKct'Lcer jn
• tbe
■’ Chah. of-erthe
.....House of Delegates
Alfred, Nov. 30, 1827.
JI, tuFMJr ty, just received and for sale by
his iAi'
ng tip- his
’eslJe%bf--X irginia ; and will no doubt, pres’.de with Rev; Mr. Loring, of Buxton—Introductory
prayer
by
Rev.
Mr.
Cogswell,
of
Saco
;
Ser,Tattention
ano
_
Gretnough. Bodwell Cc^
ie
attention^credit
to........
himself.
Hts situation, however, is
A GOOD Cow, that
Canadian F!’enC »ne in which, we should tli.nk, be will find Ii mon by Rev. Mr. Campbell, of South BerDec. 8.
will
have
a
Calf
in
I
wick;
Ordaining
prayer
by
Rev.
Mr.
Jenkins,
•ome the theme^^himself
theme »
dt
.fiCateu- sstunted
tuated ; ......
and we
delicately
■ - wish
...... j
April next, for sale—will
F A SUPERIOR QUAL
□came known
S.UV-.- mtllc
/ rtdiudvi/.c.
jthat his possession of itt may boas
bt>as comfortable ■ of Portland ; Charge by Rev. Mr. Calef, cf|
UNITARIAN TRACT—No., 15.
be sold low for Cash or
ITY, for sale at the Kenhntne^
as
bi
s
acquisition
of
it
must
have
been
flatter
cions which.^¿as his
flatter- Lyman; Right hand of Fellowship by Rev. I
OR sale by J. Xi.
Tr-.rt
approved credit.- -Sold for
Mr. Greenleaf of Wells; Address to the
nebunk-Poit Distillery, by
No.' 15, of the American.Unitarian ? Qf
tut want of Hay to keep
'd ?o
to h?
have
well'|)i! As regards
regards parties, tbe
the opposition party in Church and people by Rev. Mr. Marsh, of
ved
ve hbeen
eeriwe
sociation—On the Dozlr.ne of PronQU,.<E
J. G. PERKINS.
B. PALMER.
' eing 0,011Ltbe
¡[the House, to whose compacted vote-probaLvpfore of'' being
vote proba- Sanford; and concluding prayer by Rev. I
By Noah Worcester, Di D.
cc. 84
Dec. 7.
M r. Douglass.
j
t hTis^T
.........
—
................
......
_
igft
Airily
Mr.
Stevrinson
owes
his
election,
arc,
we
’Dec. Ti
? a |)i/i /
the receipt of

Sheriff’s Sale.

Sheriff’s Sale. .

Sheriff's Sale;

Sheriff’s Sale.

T
Stock of Goods

In Press,

A

T

HATS,

JVotice

Sheriff’s Sale.

Fur and Hair Seal

A

CAPS.

Winter Strained Oil.

Cow for Sale

Jf. E. KIM,
O

U. States.

F

THE WRSATli

THE LEGEND OF THE ROCKS.
A volume entitled the Legend of the Rocks
and other Poems, by James Nack, has been
put into our hands. Thé author is a young
man who has been educated at the Deaf and
Dumb institution in this city, and these poems
contain numerous pathetic allusions to the
misfortune under which he labors. In read
ing the volume before us wc could not font
feel surprised at the circumstance that a
person deprived of the sense of hearing,
should always give such perfect rhymes, and
preserve the measure with supH uniform ac
curacy and attention to the 'quantity. In ad
dition to the merit of smooth versification,
many passages deserve/the praise of being
written with great feeling and no inconsider
able beauty. The fcTiowing stanzas from the
Minstrel Boy, one of the poems in this collec
tion, are a favourable specimen of the work.
A’. Y. Eve. Post.
Earth ! thou art lovely—loveliest in this—
By woman—angel wo van ! thou art trod;—
Woman the centre of every bliss ;
To man the dearest boon received from
God ;
Whom, if creation were condemn’d to miss,
Chaos again his desolating rod
O’er dominion he has lost would sway,
And earth, with all her charms, become his
pray.
Earth thou art fair and glorious, but all
Thy beauty and thy glow art a shade,
That lbw beneath the hand of time must fall
And Woman ! must thou too in dust be
Ah no! the beauteous fetters that enthral
Thy spirit, only are decreed to fade ;
That spirit, on a seraph’s glowing wing,
From earth shall to its native heaven spring.

Thine earthly shrine is but thy prison—still
Such, loveliness is flung around-thee here.
That as it beams before mine eyes, they fill
At times unbidden, with the treVnub us tear,
And through my bosom-shoots a painful thrill
To think that ought so beautiful—so dear—
Should to the hand of death resign its bloom,
A trophy to epwreath around the tomb 1

Commissioners* Notice.'

Commissioners’ Notice.

G@®d Chance

THOMAS WARDEN,

late of Wells, in said county deceased, and
the term of six months being allowed said
creditors for bringing in their clamis and prov
ing the same, hereby give notice, that they
will attend that service at the house of Capt.
Theodore Eldridge in Wells, on the first
Monday of December and the five follpwing
months from two to five o’clock, in the after
noon.
JOSHUA HUBBARD 7 Commission
ENOCH FURBISH. 5
ers.
. Wells, Nov. 27. 1827.

Commissioners’ Notice.
7||nHE undersigned having been appointed
by the Hon. Jonas Clakk, Judge of
Probate, for the County of York, Com
missioners to receive and examine the claims
of the creditors to the estate of

(

Vov an industrious Trader.
nSNFlE Stand owned by the Subscriber, with House, Store
14 by 36, Wood House, Barn,
_______ 2hmse House and Stable, all con
nected together, with a wood yard separate
from the Garden, and a fine well of water,
situated opposite the, Hay Scales, and in the
centre of business are offered for sale. As
the Manufacturing business will, no doubt, go
on rapidly next year, a better stand for busi
ness is not frequently offered. The subscri
ber is selling goods at reduced prices, and
calls on those indebted to make payment,
that he may be enabled to keep bis Store
vzell furnished with Good Articles, ’till he
disposes of his real estate, when he will close
by Public Auction.
' N. B. On hand a lot of good laying SHIN
GLES.

WILLIAM BURLEIGH,
late^cf South-Berwick, in said County, Es
quire, deceased, and the term of six months
being allowed said Creditors for bringing in
their claims and proving the same—Hereby
give notice that they will attend that service
at the office of John A. Burleigh, Esquire,
in said South-Berwick, on the second 1 hursday of this and the five following months,
from two to five o’clock in the afternoon.
-JOSEPH PRIME,
?
THOMAS LEIGH. $ Commissioners.
South-Berwick; Nov. 6, i827.

iFor Sale by

Ô TTC?Z S
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk.
within and for the County of York, on the
first Tuesday in December, in the year of
our Lord eighteen hundred and twentyseven.
NHARLES BRADBURY, administrator
7 of the estate of Stephen Towne, late
of Kennebunk-port, in said county, esquire,
deceased, having presented his account of
administration of the estate of said deceased,
for allowance :
ORDERED, That the said administrator
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
ing a copy of this order to be published three
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
that they may appear ata Probate Court to
be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the
first Tuesday in February next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
they have, why the same should not be al
lowed,
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
A true Copy—Attest,
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Refr.
Dec. 8.

Sheriff’s Stile.

THE undersigned having been appointed
by the Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge of York, ss. November $th, 1827.
Probate for the County of York, Commission rilAKEN on execution, all the right in
of Shapers to receive and examine the claims of the j JL equity that
mat. Noah Thompson,
* »iwinpovi», wi
creditors to the estate of
I
the bounty of \ ork, yeoman, has to
redeem the following described mortgaged
MOSES HEMMENWAY,
estate, situated in said Shapleigh—boundlate of Shapleigh, in said county, esquire, de real
cd on the west by a road leading from John
ceased, and the term of six months being al Thompson, jun.’s, to land owned by the heirs
lowed said creditors for bringing in their
John Pilsbury ; on the north by said heirs’
claimsand proving the same—hereby give of
; on the east by land of Joseph Bean ; on
notice, that they will attend that service at land
the south by the county road leading from
the house of Widow Maria Hemmenway ,\x\ Alfred to Haley’s Corner.—being the same
Shapleigh, on the last Tuesday of December farm on which the said Noah now lives, con
inst. and of the five following months from taining about eighty acres—and the said No
two to five o’clock in the afternoon.
ah Thompson’s right therein will be sold at
JOHN BODW’ELL,
> Commission- Public Auction at the Store of Robert
EDWARD B. REM1CH. C
ers.
Fernald, in Sanford, in said County, on
Shapleigh, Dec. 7,1827.
Thursday, the 20th day of December next,
at two of the clock in the afternoon.—Condi
tions at sale.
LUTHER GODING, DeJi. Sheriff.
FIN HE undersigned having been appointed
Nov. 24.
by the Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge of
Probate for the County of York, Commission
ers to receive and examine the Claims of the
creditors to the estate, of

Tip
J- K- KEMIC^I, Kenncuunk,
-M- HOMAS’ 8c Miniature Almanacks, and
the Christian Calendar.

..„ALSO....

The ATew-England Almanac and
Masonic Calendar.

Debts.
S. L. OSBORN.
Kennebunk, Nov. 21, 1827.

JŸew Goods
LORD & KINGSBURY ?
AVE just received, and offer for sale a

H large assortment of
Mew Soods,

which will be sold very cheap for Cash or
Country produce.
Consisting in part ofthe following articles,
viz:
Broadcloths ; Cassimeres ; Habit Cloths ;
Kerseys ; Coatings ; Bookings ; Flannels ;
Buckram : Padding ; worst’d Camlets ;
Goats’ hair do.; Tartan and Scotch plaid ;
A great variety of Calicoes ;
Muslins and Cambricks;
Plain, Shaded and Strip’d Silks ;
Gro. de Nap. do.;
Canton and Italian Crapes ;
Fancy silk Hdkfs.; Nice blk, and flag do ;
Factory Ginghams and checks;
Brown and bleached Shirtings and Sheetings;
Tickings ; Cotton Batting and Wadding ;
Warp Yarns, 7,
10 ;
Linnen Cambrick, brown and black;
Linnens ; Cassimere Shawls ; Valencia do.;
Garniture Ribbon.
Also, a good Assortment belting Scarfs,
Sewing silk ; Twist; Pins; Needles.
Likewise a general assortment of

School Hooks 4* Stat
tiowary.

GOODS.
Bodweii

Co.

JAMES K. '¿.EMIGH,
HAS FOR SALE a large assortment of

TT AVE received an extensive assortment
School Books and Stationary, which |
of
will be sold at fair prices for Cash, or on a reasonable credit.
0”Country 'Braders will find it advantage,
ous to call and examine his stock, as such
adapted to the season—which they offer for arrangements have been mpde, as enables!
sale at low prices for prompt pay,
him to sell by the quantity at Boston who]?. I
sale prices—& several works which he pub.
---- AMONG WHICH ARE---Black, blue, olive, claret, drab and mix’d lishes can be afn'rded much cheaper.
Kennebunk, Oct. 12,1827.
Broadcloths;
“ “ “ drab and mix’d Cassimeres;
Drab Kerseys ; Blue Plains Cloths ;
Green and olive Bookings ;
White, yellow, red and green Flannels ;
FEET W. O. Wale pieces $
Green, drab, scarlet and orange fig’d do.;
a/ inches square, for which a
Black, scarlet and orange Rattinetts ;
price wil be given.
3-4 black silk and worsted Bombazgens;
—ALSO—
6-4 silk do.; 7, 8, 9, & 10-4 Rose Blankets ;
W. O. Timber will be received forashotf
Drab Duffils;
time in payment for debts due the SubscriPremium Sattinetts ; common do.;
ber.
Scotch and Caroline Plaids ;
WILLIAM GOOCH,
High col’d Scotch Ginghams ;
Wells, October 24, 1827.
Worsted & silk Camlets ;
Plain & fig’d, black Sc col’d Bombazetts;
English & American Calicoes—a great va
riety ; Patch Furnitures;
White Sc col’d Cambricks;
TRISTRAM GILMAN,
Plain Sc fig’d, swiss & book Muslins ;
Linnen Combricks ; Imitation do.;
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
Cambrick Muslins ;
English Sc American Dimoties ;
Office at WECLS.
Italian Crapes ; Canton Sc N ankeen, do.;
County of York,
Press’d do.—all colours ; Crape Dresses ; •
Crape square and long Shawls ;
Me.
7-8 Sc 4-4 white Linnens ;
October 27, 1827.
3m.
8-4 Linnen Damask ; Bl’k Sc brown Linnens
6-4 Sc 8-4 Cotton Damask ;
Plain, plaid Sc striped Silks ;
Black Sinshaws and Sarsnetts ;
Superior black India Silk, a 4s 6d.;
Bl’k. Twill’d do.; Brown Plalillas for lining;
LORD & KINGSBURY,
English and India Nankins ;
Oct. 26.
Bl’k. Blue, Brown and Olive Silk and Tabby
Velvets ;
Marseilles, Valencia and Bl’k and col’d Silk
Vestings ;
Bl’k and Cl’d Silk Lace ; Bobbinet do.;
QUANTITY of COHYJSH-IWCT,
Silk and cotton narrow do.;
A large assortment of Cassimere, Valencia,
long and* raw Silk long St square Shawls ;
BLACK SNAKE ROOT,
Brown Cambricks for Bonnets ;
for which a liberal price will be given by the
Bl’k, blue and brown Shag ;
subscriber.
Brown and bleach’d Shirtings & Sheetings ;
John LAUie.
Bed Tickings; Ginghams, Cnecks & Stripes;
Nov. 23, 1827.
Col’d Plushes for Pelisses ;
Fancy, Gauze and Silk Hdkfs.;
Flag, Bandanna and German do.;
Superior Bl’kLevantine and Italian do.;
Bl’k and col’d worsted Hose ;
HE STORjS lately occupied
Ladies’ bl’k and cl’d Silk, Kid, Beaver and
by Mr. Stephen Towne,at|[
Dog Skin Gloves ;
■ gjJBsK Kennebunk-Port.
Russia Diapers and Sheeting 1
Enquire of HENRY CLARK, Esq. I
German Sheeting and Ravens Duck ;
KennebunkJ^i [
Buckram and Padding;
Oct. 6.
3m. I
Italian Crape Mantles ;
4-4 8c 5-4 “
Square Shawls ;
Plain and fig’d, bl’k and col’d Sattins and
Silks for Bonnets;
Col’d Florences for Bonnet Linings ;
Gent. W’tand col’d Cravats ;
66 A DISCOURSE on being bora again.’ ;1
Drab and scarlet Cassimere Points ;
7'»- —By Mrs. Barbauld.—Price 3 cts,
Millinetts and Foundation Muslin ;
and “ A dialogue on providence, faith ani
Cotton Umbrellas ;
prayer.”—-Price 4 cents—Interesting and in
Superior Gilt Coat and Vest Buttons ;
structive pamphlets—Just published and fop»sale at
J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore. I
“
Camlet do. of all colours ;
Bundle and pound Pins ;
Nov. 2.
A great variety of Belt 8c Garniture Ribbons;
Cords ; Braids ; Sewing Silks ; Silk Twist;
Cotton Sewings ; Tape ;
7, 8, 9, 10,11 and 12 Warp Yarns ;
Pelisse Wadding ; Cotton Batting, See. &c,
ANTED 300 Bushels Flax Seed fo
Together zvilh a general assortment of
which a fair price will be paid by i
GREENOUGH, BODWELL Co.
November 17.

I.4

New G&ods

Attorney's Notice.

CHBBSS.
3000 L?s> 7ermont CHEESE»i

W anted,

T

This work is on a new and improved plan,
and is said to contain move useful and correct
information than any Almanac ever published
in New-England. Part of the extra informa
tion it contains, in addition to what is usually
found in works of this nature is, New and use
ful Astronomical Calculations-—Important
Tables relating to the Tides—Lists of Offi
cers in the U. S. Government, and of each
ofthe New-England States—-Lists of Officer?
of the Grand Lodges, their times and places
oFmeeting, together with the names, loca
tion, and times of meeting ofthe Subordinate
Lodges, in New-England, 8cc. See. The time
of High Water has been calculated for near a Groceries, Crockerf, and Glass
hundred different places, and the very impor
tantcorrections depending on the difference of
Ware, fyc.
the right ascension of the Sun and Moon, and
Nov. 10.
the distance of the latter from the Earth,
have been applied. Tfie best recommenda
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, tion of the work is in the woyk itself.—Price
within and for the County of York, on the 12| cents. Liberal discounts to traders.
Dec. 8.
first Tuesday in December, in the year of
—CONSISTING OF----our Lord eighteen hundred and twentyDANIEL WISE & CO.
seven.
AVE JUST RECEIVED, a varie
m.
Windward Island, ? «3TT-vr
“H" evi Barnard and John W. Weeks,
ty of JYKIY GOODS, which with
| St. Croix and N. E. 5 U
Ji ; executors of the last will and testament
their former stock comprises a complete as
|
Superior
Cog- 7 -,
NAME
into
the
Enclosure
of
of Alexander Ramsay. Lite of Fryeburg, in the
sortment of
£ nac and Amer. 5 ;
J the Subscriber on the 1st European, India, West India <£• Domestic
county of (>xfoi*d, physician, deceased, hav
uayof July last, a HEIFER,
Hollana and American CrXW?
ing presented their account of administration
GOODS Sf GROCERIES, Sicily Madeira, dry and -w---ibout 2 years old.—The owner
of the estate of said deceased, for allowance:
by proving property and pay- which they will sell on the best terms for sweet Malaga and Port $
ORDERED, that the executors give no
g.cHarges.
JOSHUA HATCH.
Cherry Rum ; W. I. Shrub ;
Cash or Country Produce.
tice to all persons interested, by causing
Kennebunk, Dec. 7, 1827.
ALSO—Many New Goods rec’d from Cordial and Nqvou ; Old Whiskey ;
a copy of this order to be published three
Molasses ; Coffee ;
Auction, which they can sell very low’.
wecks’successiveTv in the Kennebunk Gazette,
Kennebunk, Nov. 10th, 1827. "
?
printed at Kennebunk, in said county of York,
Young Hyson,
»
that they may appear at a Probate Court
Hyson Skin and V I
to be Held at Alfred, in said county, on the
% 3 Sokhons
5 -Sfirst Tuesday in January next, at ten of the
Fig and Twist 1 obaeco ;
LL persons indebted to WILLIAM
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
Brown, White and Loaf Sugar ;
BARTLETT, either by note or Ac H|1HE subscriber having contracted with Ground
they have, why the same should not be al
Pepper : Spice ;
count, (whose debts have been assigned to
_1L the Overseers of the Poor for the town Ginger and Cinnamon ; Raisins ; Figs ;
lowed.
the subscribers,) are hereby informed that of Wells, for the support of all the Paupers
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
their demands will be left with an Attorney belonging to said town for the current year ; Nutmegs; Cloves; Cocoa ; Chocolate ;
A true Copy—Attest,
Filberts ; Castana Nuts; Shagbarks ;
for collection unless paid within fourteen he therefore hereby forbids all persons har Currants
\ M. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg’r.
; Balt Petre ;
days. Those who wish to settle within that boring or trusting any of said Paupers ou his
Dec. 8.
4d,
6d, 8d, lOd, 20d 8c 40d Cut Nails;
time will call on Mr. Aaron Maxwell, who account, (excepting those persons with whom
; Iron Shovels ; Crow Bars, See. &c.
with said Bartlett will attend to that business. he has made special agreements to support 'Iron
Nov. 3.,
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
WILLIAM GOOCH, 7 .
any of said Paupers) as 1 shall pay no bills of
within and for the County of York, on the
AARON MAXWELL,
the like kind after this date.
first Tuesday in December, in the year of Wells, Nov. 24, 1827.
JOS1AS LITTLFIELD.
our Lord eighteen hundred and twentyseven..
All
persons are forbid
F®1HE subscriber offers for sale,
ohn Miller and Lynthia M. Gould,
the FARM on which he now
administrators on the estate of Thomas this method to inform his friends and the harboring or trusting Martha Buzzell, wife ‘
of
Theodore
Buzzell,
on
account
of
the
above
Uli
lives, in Kennebunk, together with'
F, Gould, late of Kennebunk port, in said
public, that he has recently purchased MR. subscriber, as no expenses or bill of her con
the farming Tools, Stock, Furni
County, deceased, having presented thciracJAMES .G. WILSON’S patent of cutting
ture, Grain, Corn and other appendages to
count of administration, of the estate of said garments-he has also received the latest Fall tracting will be paid.
Wells, Nov. 24, 1827
house
keeping,
too numerous to be separate
deceased, for allowance :
and Winter fashions from New-York, by
ly detailed. Said Farm is well situated, on
ORDERED, That the said administrators which fie hopes to give satisfaction to all who
a road much travelled, but a short distance
give notice to all persons interested, by caus may .favour him with their custom
from the spot where there will, probably, in
ing a copy of this order to be published three
SAMUEL
MENDUM.
a few months, be commenced a large manu
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
Kennebunk, Dec, 1.
facturing establishment; it lies at a very
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
suitable distance from the village for a Pubthat they may appear at a Probate Court, to
DRUGS
&_PAINTS.
UcHouse ; in short, it combines many con
be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the
veniences, not every where to- be found.
first Tuesday in February next, at ten of the
CGMPLE i E assortment of the above
—
LIKEWISE
—
Come and see.
clock in the forenoon and shew cause, if any
L articles, just received from Boston, are
^Should not said farm be sold by the first of
they have, why the same should not be allow
sale o.n good terms by
ed.
November, the subscriber would rent it to a
JOHAT LILLIE.
family, till it could be disposed of otherwise.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
Nov. 2 :
A true Copy—Attest,
NATHANIEL H. FLETCHER.
Kennebunk, Oct. 6, 1827.
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg’r.
FOR
SALE
BY
Dec. 8.

goods to his stock comprising a goodassortment of Broad Cloths, Habit Clothsj
Pelisse Cloths, Cassimeres, &c.
ALSO India Rubber over shoes of the first t
quality.
Nov. 3.

Paint», OU and Dye

Selling for Cash

[U3 New Goods.

L'lax Seed.

W

W. I. Goods and Grocenes.

Heifer. H

S

(

Notice

A

FOB sa&B.

The Subscriber takes

J

New Publications

SOCKS, OIL

Sheet Lead.
HIN SHEET LEAD suitable fotcota I
ing Chimney’s—for Sale bv
GREENOUGH, BOD WELL 8c? Co.
November 17.

A

NEW GOODS.
J. G. PERKINS,

HAS just made a large addition of nevi

Cotton Wadding
171OR Mandarines, great coats, &c. fol
sale by
Nov. 3.

J. G. PERKINS, ’
"g
J. V

^Particular Notice.

rosa a.

Nov. 17.
HE Subscribers having made a new ar
rangement in their business find it nees sary that their Book Accounts should be
closed by the first of January next.—-All per
YOUNG man, (name not known) who sons indebted arc requested to attend to the
stated that he belonged to York,'Me above without further Notice.
handed a bundle of clothes to a traveller, inGREENOUGH & BODWELL.
Far and Hair Seal and Colored
Unita, on the 21st ult. and requested him to
November 17,1827.
leave them at. a Ta-veim some miles distant.
CAPS,
The young man by some means, did not ob
FOR SALE BY
tain the bundlewbut can obtain information
of it by calling at the Gazette office, and pav
£>, BALES of Prime quality for Sale by
ing for this advertisement
GREENOUGH, BODWELL & Co.
Dec.l.
CASH stRen for Shipping Furs.
November 17,
Nov, 10,1827. '

T

A

OFFERS FOR SALE. ;

HHDS. Prime Retailing MO-f
LASSES.
Kennebunk-port, Nov. 1,1827.

Bridge water
Collection of Sacred Musick;
Woodbridge’s Geography and Atlas ; Colburn’s Arithmetick ; Cummings’ 1st Les
sons ; and an additional supply of Stationary,
Just received and for sale at

J. K. REMI CH’S Bookstore

Ladies' Venitian Socks,

Winter Strained Sperm
OIXi,

JOS. G. MOODY.

Liberal Preacher—No. G.
UST received at J. K. REMICH’s Book
store, the Liberal Preacher, for Dec.
containing a Sermon on the“ Uses of Solitude”—by F. W. P. Greenwood.
Dec. 7.

J

CAPS

HITE & RED LEAD, Venitian Red,

Crome and French Yellow, Spanish TOir AS made such arrangements in his W
WBrown,
MjS. ness, that the remains of his ST OCK j
Prussian Blue, Letherage, Terede-

seanna, Umber, Spirits Turpentine, Varnish, will be sold at reduced prices.
All who are indebted must call and pay
Whiting, Linseed Oil of the very first qual
ity, Logwood and Redwood, Indigo, Vitriol, on or before the first day of December next
Kem^bunk-fiort, Oct. 6, 1827.
Copperas^ Allum, 8cc. for sale on good terms
by

Stifiaïo Hobes»

i

GREENOUGH, BODWELL,
Nnv t

Co.

A good assortment of Justice
Blanks for sale at tins. Officer

